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Smoking cigarettes is extremely harmful irrespective of the truth whether you are a serial chain
smoker or an irregular smoker. Along with most cigarette packets often showing the â€˜warningâ€™
information and due to common attention, every smoker sees that by lighting up a cigarette, he is
only adding to his future woes. However, no matter how steadfastly one solves to quit smoking, over
95% smokers fail to do so. The pleasure-generating nicotine has such a powerful seductive effect
on our brains that it's considered extremely difficult to give up this harmful addiction. Thatâ€™s precisely
why the creation of e-cigarette is being hailed as a kind of revolution in this regard.

What's Asaro electric cigarette: An Asaro e cigarette is a more secure imitation of a normal,
standard cigarette albeit without its harmful properties. If you are not able to give up smoking
because of its addicting nature, then you must certainly switch to an electronic cigarette which is
similar to the smoking stick you use (in terms of looks, taste and search). The only difference is that
while your poisonous cigarette is full of toxic tobacco that is lethal for your essential organs, the
electronic cigarette is a sophisticated, technical device that uses electricity to generate a steamy
aroma which will have similar experience and render the same quantity of pleasure.

Features of electronic cigarette: An e cigarette, as explained above, isn't stuffed with the deadly
tobacco but is filled with an aromatic liquid which, when heated, vaporizes to release fragrant vapor
that will titillate your nose buds and will mimic the conventional cigarette. It thus makes the brain
believe that you are enjoying your daily dose of tobacco-filled cigarette though the the fact is that the
e-cigarette is harmless, non-tobacco, non-poisonous and 100% safe smoking system. It is thus
being hailed as the most secure form of smoking as well as the reliable alternative to conventional
smoking.

You can save your lungs, heart, liver and kidney from the toxic, obnoxious fumes by changing to an
electronic cigarette which is, otherwise, exactly just like the cigarette which you have been lighting
up for years. If someone hands you an electronic cigarette, you wonâ€™t be capable of tell the
difference and may smoke it under the impression that it is your regular, old smoking stick. You
yourself will be deceived by its appearance, aroma and flavor. The only difference is that, instead of
burning tobacco, it makes aroma by vaporizing a safe, secure, harmless aromatic liquid.

Various flavors: Asaro electric cigarettes are available in an array of flavors and, therefore, can give
higher pleasure than your conventional cigarettes. These secure cigarettes come in numerous
doses of nicotine which range from high-strength ones to nicotine-free forms thereby rendering
varying flavors.

Other merits of an electronic cigarette: An e-cigarette has no recognized side effect (instead it is a
life-saving device for addicted smokers). Besides, it is cheaply available regardless of the flavor.
Scientists & manufacturers should be commended for creating this alternative cigarette form since
an electric cigarette is the boon of modern-day technology. It has also been approved by physicians
who're highly advocating the widespread use of such safe cigarettes.
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